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Sparks fly at the All-University Conference
By Dan Sousa
Managing Editor

President Stanley E. McCaffrey
addressed the UOP faculty at the AllUniversity Conference last Friday.
The conference did not end before a
controversial issue surfaced.
The controversy surrounded
comments made in a speech by
professor Greg Buntz, chairman of
the academic council and a teacher in
the School of Business and Public
Administration. Besides Buntz and
McCaffrey, Robert Rosenzweig,
President of Independent Colleges
Lnd Universities, and Joe Hartley,

between the UOP Art Facility, which
Buntz called the "worst on the West
coast," and the Tiger weight room
which, according to last week's
Pacifican, is one of the finest on the
West coast.
Buntz made it clear that his
comments were not anti-athletics, but
were pro-UOP. He then went on to
say that our priorities have to be
changed.
An example of new
priorities would be laboratories
before scoreboards, said Buntz. Buntz's
speech was met with an applause by
the faculty which lasted nearly a
minute.
Director of Athletics, Elken (Ike)
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'resident McCaffrey unveiled a drop in enrollment from last
fear.
president of ASUOP, spoke at the
lonference that was held in the Long
Theatre.
Buntz's speech, titled "Get Back
o Academics," was filled with comlarisons between athletics and
cademics.
"We can finish the parking lot
idjacent football stadium) but the new
hemistry building isn't finished, "said
luntzinhis speech.
Comparisons were also made
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that we made a mistake."
Vice-President of Student Life Judy
Chambers stated she was sorry about

What began as an attempt by the
Jniversity's Director of Business Ser
vices, Mark Friend, to save the
University students' money on their
supplemental insurance policy, tur
ned into a complex problem that had
to be reversed due to student com
plaints.
The problem arose when the
decision was made, by Mr. Friend, to
make students return the reply card
for the insurance only if they did not
want to enroll in the policy. This was
a complete reversal as compared to
past years where students returned
the card only if they wanted the extra
insurance.
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"You expressed your views
without acromony. Thank you,"
Buntz said, ending his response to
Issac's comments.
Also, during the long question
and answer period, McCaffrey was
asked if he has made a decision on
where graduation will be held.
"It's still too early to make a
decision on that, but I like Knoles
Lawn," replied McCaffrey to the
question.
.
Highlights of McCaffrey's
speech included:
>/Iam now beginning my twelth
year at the University and if we look
at the physical expansion in that time,
we can see what has to be regarded as
a remarkable growth and im
provement in physical facilities.
•I believe, moreover, that we
can say that Pacific today is one of
the fine, moderate-sized, independent
universities in the West.
•This fall semester looks as if
we will have somewhere around 100
fewer entering students than we had
last year and approximately 100 fewer
in total enrollment than was an

nsurance problems corrected
by resolving procedure
By Gregg Goldman

VAN MAUN

Issac, was in attendance and did not
enjoy some of Buntz's comments. He
let Buntz know during the question
and answer period following the last
conference speech.
"I would like to make public
apology to Bob Eberhardt (President
of the Bank of Stockton) who is
present in the audience and was nice
enough to give the university the gift
of the scoreboard mentioned in Greg's
speech," said Issac in front of the

bemused faculty audience.
Issac explained that "not one
dime" of tuition money went towards
the scoreboard, parking lot, or new
fence around the practice field, which
was built by assistant football
coaches.
"If we worked as hard to upbuild
this institution as they (coaches in the
athletic department) have in athletics,
then this institution would be better,"
said Issac.
Buntz then responded to Issac's
comments by stating that the purpose
of his speech was to "open
dialogue."
"It appears to quite a few of us
that there is an imbalance. Dialogue
has to be opened and I did not intend
to offend Eberhardt," said Buntz.
Buntz continued to say that he
was using symbolism in his speech
and that UOP students see the
athletic construction going on while
attending classes in inadequate
classrooms.
Hartley and Buntz
visited a classroom that was interrupt
ed so maintenance men could get to
their equipment, according to Buntz.

Mr. Friend stated that the reason
for the change was to try to keep the
cost down. "I was trying to act in the
students' best interest," he said.
"There would have been a 25
Percent increase in the policy if we did
not do it this way, but now I realize

Mark Friend
the confusion, and wished the
problem was caught before it got to
this stage. "We have never done
business in this manner, and don't in

tend to start now." She went on to
say, "I did not realize the change in
policy when I signed the letter last
May. I guess it is something I should
have noticed, but did not."
After being made aware of the
problem last Friday, Vice-President
of Finance Robert Winterberg ar
bitrarily ordered that the insurance
problem would be taken resolved.
"The only way I would do something
in this manner is if the president or
dered it," he said. "I will not con
done it, or permit it, and it will not
happen in this way. I am sorry for
any problems that it may have
caused," he said.
After much confusion and
debate, the current suplemental in
surance policy will be stopped. No
student will be charged unless they
request the service. A new letter will
be sent out and students that want the
insurance will mail back the card.
If you have any questions, stop
by the Finance Center and they will
be happy to answer any questions
that may arise.

^q.OOK INSIDE
Inside
Sports
this
On our editorial page, get a dif
Sneak previews of this year s five ferent viewpoint on Acadeinic Chair week..Volleyball is well on it's way to
upcoming drama department stage person Greg Buntz's speech and in- a 42nd league win...Football looks to
Productions and dance com- suing controversy...A round of ap an upcoming first win in '82...9thranked Water Polo takes it's talent to
Pany/drama
departmen
plause for Volleyball Coach
collaboration. From the classical Liskevych and the whole team...Also the UC Irvine Tourney... And, Golf
musical, Guys and Dolls, to the more some strong opinions on why a recall debuts in Wolfpack Classic... For the
obscure, yet facinating, Exit tne of Joe Hartley might have been suc complete story and more, see Sports,
pages 6 and 7...
Ktag, there's something to interest
cessful...
everyone. For more information on
Setting involved, or a quick review,
seePage4...
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ticipated as the basis on which the
budget for this year was planned.
•Translated into financial terms,
we should be 100 down in
enrollment, it would mean we would
have approximately $700,000 less
than was budgeted.
•The contingency this year is
$500,000 and that would serve to off
set a major amount of the deficit.
•There are three aspects of the
overall program we will have to un
dertake in order to meet the financial
problems facing us.
•One of these involves our total
enrollment program.

•A second element of our
overall challenge is, of course, the
direct financial one.
•The third element in our
program relates to our overall fundrising activity.
Highlights of Hartley's speech
included:
•Tuition has risen 16 percent, but
the inflation rate is only half that
amount.
• Decline in enrollment was
ignored to prevent alarmism.
•We must establish long-term
planning of 5,10 or even 20 years.
•The ASUOP is committed to

the library. I hope the faculty will put
their money where there large voices
have been.
Rosenzweig spoke last and his
topic was on tuition in state-run
schools. Rosenzweig feels it is im
perative that California starts
charging tuition at the state schools,
or the independent school will begin
to be in jeopardy. Rosenzweig did
manage to take a swipe at Governor
Jerry Brown by saying, "Who will be
the next governor will want to be
governor- we have had too many
years of ineffectiveness."

UOP's new scoreboard was one of the controversial items mentioned at the conference.

Issac and Buntz speak
Speech mis
understanding

/ssac
lashes out
By Gregg Goldman

By Dan Sousa

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

The facts, statements, rebuttals
and exaggerations that were traded
last Friday at the All-University Con
ference are currently brewing to
become the battle of the year. As
people are in the process of choosing
which side of the battle line they will
be on, I interviewed Athletic Chair
man Ike Issac. This interview, along
with Greg Buntz's is intended to
clear up any misunderstandings and
expose the facts. The final decision of
which side you choose will by your's
to make. We are just attempting to
help make public some of the facts.

Ike Issac

Q.
How do you feel about this
entire issue that has come up?
A.
I would like to prevent a
polarization of this issue, if possible.
We need some dialog and discussion
in an open forum.
Q.
How do you feel about the
claims we should reduce our standing
to 2A?
A.
It is not whether or not we
reduce to a different level of football.
It's whether we want a football
program or not. This is the cheapest
possible program that we can run."
Q.
What about the claims of the
cost to the university?
A.
Where the distortion comes is
when you take the facts out of con
text. The importance becomes not
each item, but, 'How much does it
cost the university?'
Q.
What about the claims made
at the All-University Conference?
A.
I think what we need more
than anything else is that people can't
go off half-cocked in public sessions,
and express opinions that aren't
based on fact. We have got to
acquaint them with the facts; we have
got to have some dialogue.
Q.
What about the fence
surrounding the practice field?

Greg Buntz
A.
The fence was a PAF tradeout; it did not cost the university any
money.
Q.
What about faculty criticism
in athletics?
A
I thind there are a lot of faculty
around here who like to sit back and
have a cup of coffee and a cigarette
and talk about what development has
not been done. If they really are in
terested, they ought to get out and get
out after that. It is tragic that we do
not have a library, but that was not a
priority and there was no group that
went out and got a library."

Greg Buntz, chairman of UOP's
Academic Council, has found himself
in the center of turmoil after
delivering a speech during last
Friday's All-University Conference.
"It was very difficult to mention
the scoreboard and I'm not glad that
Eberhardt was upset," said Buntz,
who claimed that priorities are mixedup when scoreboards are built before
laboratories.
Bob Eberhardt,
President of the Bank of Stockton,
helped finance half of the $130,000
scoreboard.
"I wouldn't change a thing that I
said because my job was to represent
the faculty," said Buntz.
Buntz consulted with many
faculty members before deciding to
mention the scoreboard.
"The faculty and I recognize the
value of Eberhardt's donations to
UOP academics," said Buntz.
Symbolism was the intention of
Buntz's speech, who feels the word
"symbolism" should be underlined
98 times.
"Athletic programs don't have
to go away but there has to be a
balance," said Buntz.
He feels the faculty has the per
ception that things have gotten out of
balance on the physical side.
"The primary mission of the
University is the transmission of
knowledge," replied Buntz.
Buntz can't understand why
there is trouble getting money for the
library but not in getting money for
athletics.
"We can finish the parking lot,
but we can't finish the chemistry
building," said Buntz.
Dialogue is needed to confront
this issue so it can be brought to the
surface and dealt with intelligently,
according to Buntz.
"PAF is very efficient-very
good at raising money," said Buntz,
of the Pacific Athletic Foundation
which helped build the new fence
around the practice field.
"There is a belief on all cam
puses that success in athletics will
breed funds from academic sides. I
don't think the belief has ever been
tested here," said Buntz.
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Are these three 'wise

We have all done it at some time in our
lives; said things that we are sorry about later.
Some things you wish you could take back and
wish people never heard.
I hope that this is the case for three dif
ferent people that are associated with our cam
pus. Three people who you could say are "big
shots" in the campus community. Three dif
ferent people who spoke before they thought.
Each one may have had a good reason for what
they did, but that was not brought out, so it
made them look bad.
The first two cases took place at the AllUniversity Conference held last Friday in Long
Theater (see story p.l). A meeting where the
"state" of the University is reported on and
where the future of the University is discussed.
That means the University. Why the President
spent 30 minutes on Rotary is still a mystery to
me. Sure Rotary is interesting; I spent over an
hour talking to President McCaffrey last week
for our Rotary story and was kept interested the
entire time. This was in his office, though, and
Rotary was the planned topic of discussion. I
am not saying that McCaffrey should not talk
about Rotary, but that he should think about it
ahead of time. An All-University Conference
and the future of the University is not the place
to talk about meeting the Pope or any other
Rotary function.
Later, Academic Council Chairman Greg
Buntz made remarks that seemed well-thoughtout, and within reason, but lacked the research
that should be done before a speech of this
caliber. Statements were made in reference to a
parking lot and a new fence. Well, upon
checking, one could find out that the parking
lot was needed because the Spanos Center and
the new Engineering Building permits were
agreed to by the City of Stockton only if a
parking lot was built within one year of the
opening of the Spanos Center. The fence was
built through a PAF tradeout and spent no
University money. All this information is
readily available and should have been checked
before the speech was presented.

As for personal attacks, an individual and
corporation that gives large sums of money to
the University, not only for a scoreboard, but
for library facilities, landscaping and roads is
totally out of place. Further checking shows
that the scoreboard was not a tax-deductable
donation, but drawn from Bank of Stockton's
advertising budget. This money would not come
to the University otherwise because it is used
only for promotion. The Bank of Stockton has
given many generous academic donations over the
years. I guess some people feel this is not
enough, and the Bank of Stockton should be
prosecuted for giving $70,000 out of an adver
tising budget for the scoreboard. There is an old
saying that comes to mind: "You don't kick a
gift horse in the mouth because it will just run
away." Maybe I am wrong, but I would like to
thank Bank of Stockton for all their gifts, (in
cluding the scoreboard) and their interest in the
University, an interest that I hope lasts as long
as we are both around.
Then there are certain things that a distant
football coach said in the Stockton Record;
things that, even as a student, shocked me.
Coach Toledo said things in the heat of a foot
ball game, after a loss that hurt very much. But
still, Toledo is a professional in his field, and
should a professional come off with comments
like:
It s embarrassing...I'm embarrassed,
ashamed of the team..."? As a football coach
at a college in a small town, comments like,
"I'm getting pretty damned tired of it, to be
perfectly honest," make the entire University
look bad. Toledo and the football team
represent the University in a way that is more
public than most other figures on this campus.
Comments like the ones stated make us look
like the N.Y. Yankees of college football.
In conclusion, I would like to say that each
person probably had a good reason for what
they said. Maybe in the future those reasons will
become more clear. This was not meant as a
personal attack on any of the above three
people, just three examples of many incidents
that happen over the year.
_
Gregg Goldman
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Buntz's remarks were important
Editor:
The Eighth Annual AllUniversity Conference included a
short address by Dr. Gregg Buntz,
this year's Academic Council Chair
person.
In that speech, Greg pointed to
the symbolism resulting from visible
campus expenditures in the inter
collegiate athletic
physical plant.
These remarks prompted almost im
mediate public rebuke from the in
cumbent Athletic Director.
Greg responded to the Athletic
Director's comments by suggesting
that such "dialogue" about these
issues is healthy and that, indeed, this
was the intent of his speech. Also, he
refuted the notion that the individual
donors to athletics are somehow to be
indicted. (It is a well-known fact, for
example, that Robert Eberhardt gives
not only of his time to the ad
ministration of the University, but
has also given generously in support
of academic programs of all types )
Because I believe that dialogue is
a necessary element to our growth
and development, and because I fear
that Greg's remarks were important

faculty and staff."

dent-

Clearly then, UOP has at its
roots an academic mission directed
toward students. Certainty an
J^tic program ha" an
be an
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Life after college? You bet!

A humorous transition

By Ann Nee/y

"It puzzled her very much at first,
but after watching it a minute or two
she made it out to be a grin."
Lewis Carroll
Name: Ann Neely
Rank: Freshman
Serial Number: 572-69-9675
Boy, what a transition to make! 180 degrees from
household word to Social Security number. It's all very
disillusioning; going from editor, cartoonist, and columnist
of the school paper, active member of the forensics team,
second female lead of the senior play, member of the
prestigious "Chamber Singers" and picking on the principal.
I'm not objecting, of course. If I were to object, it
would be to wearing a bright orange button around school,
or to having to correct my S.S. number three times or to
being called "impressionable" by football players.
I was also a bit frustrated by registration. What a sur
prise to find that all the classes I wanted are simultaneous!
What an unexpected thrill to learn that my counselor-advised
class is not a freshman class, and therefore has to be added
after registration! And there's something exciting and
challenging about not receiving a catalog and trying to
second-guess my major requirements.
Leaving home was a real adjustment. At last, my room
was perfect- exactly the way I wanted it. Now, I'm surroun
ded by four white walls, a ceiling, and a bare floor. I have a

ditor

ortant

bed that rolls when I get into it- reminds me of a skateboard. I
switched my clothes back and forth between closets twice
trying to decide whether to have my clothes by my bed or my
desk. At home, I can whip out the Constitution and Bill of
Rights and scream, "invasion of privacy!" when my kid
brother comes into my room looking for the cat. Here I
share a room with someone I don't even know! They don't
tell you what to say to your roomie at Orientation.
("Hi..um..do you snore?")
I have a feeling dorm life is going to be interesting.
Never before have I experienced the indignity of yelling
"flushing!" to someone in the shower. Jesse Ballantyne is
great- stay out as late as you like as long as you don't bring
your date home with you. Talk about complete reversals!
"Bring your date in if you like, but be sure to be in by mid
night!!" (This is known as the Pumpkin Ultimatem). Lucky
me- I'm on the third floor, and not only do I get vital exer
cise on the^stairs, but we have a built-in, year-round heating
system: floors one and two.
Actually, my family has been extremely helpful during
this transition. We made 37 emergency trips to the store
(backpack, soap, collapsable blow-dryer, instant cocoa mix)
without a complaint. My brothers have made it a point to be
especially unpleasant so I won't miss them too much. I have
a wonderful cat who kept bringing me miscellaneous articles
of clothing (my mother's) and packing himself in my suit
case. Yup, I'm going to miss home.
Despite all my cynicism, though, I think I'll like college.
Who knows? Stranger things have happened.

Featured tennis star lllie Nastase failed to show at Wed
nesday's tennis exhibition at the A.G. Spanos Center.
Replacing Nastase was the world's sixth-ranked player.
Gene Mayer. Mayer defeated Scanlon 7-6 (7-5), 6-1
before an estimated 900 spectators. Nastase failed to
show due to personal problems. Pictured above. Gene
Mayer.

The Women of Delta Gamma Present:
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Memorial message for a friend
Mike Croslin
Special lo the Pacifican

wrong. The Allouette III helicop
ter crashed in flames, claiming the
lives of flight paramedic Dan
Donker, C.O.P. '74, flight nurse
Sherry Van Vechten, and pilot Bob
Hunt.
When fellow professionals are
plucked from our midst, we grieve
even when they are not known per
sonally, merely names in a
newspaper, a long cortege of

emergency vehicles on the news.
They were doing a dangerous job
that had to be done, and they were
doing it willingly and skillfully.
The pain and grief are in
describable when one's friends are
involved.
Dan Donker was more than a
friend. He was a fellow traveler
through the growing pains and
travails of paramedicine.
He

fought long and hard to improve
the system and eliminate the
inequities, frequently almost
alone, while the rest of us
remained quiet.
His work for
Medi-Flight, his knowledge of,
and work with other services,
resulted in many of the successes
Medi-Flight has enjoyed. His dry
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What you need to tackle the
higher mathematics of a science
or engineering curriculum are
more functions—more func
tions than a simple slide-rule
calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-II, with 112
powerful functions. You can
work faster and more accurate
ly with theTI-55-II, because it's
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complex calculations—like de
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Decision-Making Sourcebook.
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By Dawn Polvorosa
Staff Writer

In The City is a column written by Pacifican
purpose is to educate the masses of the n"™™US,'ld
taining cents occurring
surrounding Bay Area. The idea is fo
periences and then, they themselves can
City.
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Hey big spender...
by Dawn Polvorosa

What's as big as five city blocks and costs $45.00 a square foot The
answer is, David Rockefeller's brainchild, the Embarcadero Cente
San Francisco. Because it's the beginning of the year and intense
studying has not yet begun, this is a good time to go for a big splu g
llK CCMyridea

of the perfect day in San Francisco begins with a day of
shopping in the Embarcadero Center. The immense shopping and
business center is located off highway 580, using the Market St. exit.
Parking in the lot is a bit expensive so 1 would recommend parking in the
street.
Embarcadero Center is situated with three levels on each of its four
sections, the fourth section contains the Hyatt Regency. There are over
one-hundred specialty shops which carry everything from rare stamps to
women's shoes. After some heavy window shopping, or better yet,
buying spree, it's time for a light lunch. There are many places to get a
cup of espresso and half a sandwich. Sitting outside with espresso in
hand watching T.V. commercials being made and modeling shots being
taken is a great way to pass the time.
After lunch is time for art observing of many of the center s modern
art sculptures. A bit more shopping is then followed by dinner at one of
the Embarcadero Center's fine restaurants. A favorite is Fujiay's, where
a traditional Japanese meal is prepared right at the table.
After a leisurely dinner nothing can end the night better than taking
show at the Punch Line. This leading San Francisco comedy club is
located directly adjacent to Embarcadero Four next door to the
progressive Old Waldorf night club. Along with big name comedy enter
tainers, the Punch Line also holds the San Francisco Amateur
Comedians Competition. There's a six dollar cover charge and a two
drink minimum but every penny will be refunded in laughter.
Not exactly a day for tha penny pinching college student but for the
spur of the moment big spender, a day at the Embarcadero Center can t
be beaten.
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New

Eye in the Sky
The Alan Parsons Project
Arista
The new Alan Parsons
album, Eye in the Sky, is a true
work of art; as are all of their other
albums. The Project continues to
put out successful albums even
though a large part of the rock in
dustry is slumping.
As in their other albums, there
is a wide variety of different types
of tunes-from pure instrumental
to vocals that are just incredible.
There are two instrumental
songs on this album ("Siriust,"
"Mammagamma") that prove
what really talented musicians
these men are. The keyboards, as
always, dominate the instrumental^
as Alan Parsons does most of the
playing. His playing, combined
with the computer sound of his
synthesizers produce a unique

The vocals, on the other hand,
create the other side of the Alan
Parsons Project. The singing is
done by a variety of singers-Eric
Woolfson (co-author of a number
of songs on the album), David
Paton, Chris Rainbow, Lenny
Zakatek, Elmer Gantry, Colin
Bluestone and the English
Chorale. All these voices were
mixed and matched for each song
until the right sounds were
produced.
One thing that makes this
album a little different from the
others is that more saxophone is
used. The sax player, Mel Collins,
is good at what he does, but Alan
doesn't seem to take full advantage
of these talents.
This album was recorded and
mixed in Abbey Road Studios (of
Beatles fame) in Great Britain.
Since this group uses state of the
art equipment to create the digital
master (a Sony Pern 1610 system)
the album has clear tones which
are unequaled by many artists in
the business.
The album cover is also well
done. There is a mixture of ancient
hyrogliphics from the Egyptian
and Inca temples along with some

photographs on the back. The
photographer, Keith Lehman,
took some excellent pictures of
Alan Parsons himself, as well as a
variety of other photographs.
Another thing worth noting
are the lyrics. The words fit
together like pieces of a puzzle and
the storyline fits together as well.

claim they have changed to fit this
relatively new decade. The group is
called Bad Company, and their
new album, Rough Diamonds is a
complete copy of their other
albums.
If you happen to be a Bad Co.
fan you know their sound-which
is pretty consistent. Well, once
again that same sound comes to
you in this new album.

If you like any of the other
albums done by Alan Parsons-I
Robot, The Turn of a Friendly
Card, etc.-this is a must for the

All you have to do is listen to
their first album, Bad Co., to know
that nothing has changed. Paul
Rodgers, vocalist and lead guitar
player, sounds the same as he did
10 years ago~as do the other
members of the band-Boz Burrell
on bass, Simon Kirke on drums
and Mick Ralphs on rhythm
guitar.

collection. It is good, easy
listening that doesn't get boring. I
recommend the album highly.
Gordon Spielberg

Yes, their sound was good 10
years ago, but it is starting to get
old. To see them come out with the
same music a decade later is a real
disappointment.
The one original part of the
album is the cover design. There
are some good pictures of Las
Vegas on the inner sleeve. The
outer sleeve has three diamonds
cut into it; henceforth, the title,
"Rough Diamonds." The cover
was designed by Hipnosis (famous
for Pink Floyd album covers and
other assorted albums).
This new album will probably
never hit the charts—too bad Bad

Rough Diamonds
Bad Company
Swan Song
As we move into the 1980's,
it's good to hear rock groups
changing to fit into this new era.
There is one group which cannot

Gordon Spielberg

"What's Happening?"
In the race for the most used phrase here at UOP, ' What s hap
pening?" finishes in the top three along with "I'm so sure" and "Let's
hit the happy hour."
From this point on, the phrase "What's happening?' will be the in
formation guide to events which may be of interest to the people of this
campus.
It is the goal of the Entertainment division of The Pacifican to in
form, educate and give reviews on the many different things that UOP
students, faculty, and friends do with their free time.
DISCussion makes its triumphant return this year to examine the
current records. There will be a weekly restaurant review along with
movie and play critiques. Concerts will be previewed and reviewed. A
new column this year will be In The City which will describe things to do
in San Francisco and the Bay Area. And of course, there will be features
on interesting people, places, and things throughout the year.
Weekly there will be an informative column titled, What's Hap'pening which will quickly outling the week's upcoming events. Any
group who has an event which they would care to publicize simply send
all necessary information to The Pacifican care of the Entertainment
Editor.
So here we go:
To start with, tonight ASUOP Social presents Quarterflash and
Steel Breeze in the Spanos Center. Although the headliner has released a
mere two albums, the intimacy of the Center and the special guest band
should make this a very enjoyable night. Listen for the announcement of
future events that may surprise you.
Tonight is also the opening of Pink Floyd's movie The Wall. Early
reviews have billed the rock opera as violent and disturbine. but that
.should just make it more interesting. The show opens in San Francisco.
In sports, the UOP Volleyball Invitational will take place Saturday
and Sunday nights in the Spanos Event Center.
And finally, this weekend's University Center movie is Taps, star
ing George C. Scott.
Also in volleyball, on Wednesday UOP will play Oregon State at the
Spanos Center. As if that is not exciting enough, at 8 p.m. that same
night USA will play Poland in men's volleyball.
James Bond fans should not miss the Spy classic Goldfinger at the
UC theater playing Thursday at 6 and 9 p.m.
People interested in western art should drop by the UC gallery and
see Jose Cisneros' Riders of the Borderlands. The exhibition will run
through Thursday the 23rd.
Missing Persons, a rock group on its way up, will play at the Kabuki
night club in San Francisco tonight starting at 9 p.m. Missing Persons
sports three ex-Zappa band members and the ex-Playboy bunny Dale
Bozzio. Their truly unique sound is currently on the charts in the song
"What are Words For?"
Again, if you want your event publicized, send it to The Pacifican.

Crenshaw's dull but Jackson's sharp
By Rachel Bross
Staff Writer

Marshall Crenshaw and Joe
Jackson played to a near sellout
crowd in the Concord Pavillion on
September 9. The show promised to
be a great one considering the line-up.
Genshaw, a pop phenomenon, has been
receiving rave reviews on his self
titled debut that was released in the
spring. Jackson has put out five
albums, all of which have increased
his audience.
After the anticipation of a great
show, Crenshaw failed to deliver.
On stage Crenshaw seems to be
uneasy and have a severe case of lack

"He left the crowd
truly believing he is
the man."
of stage presence. Unfortunately, he
needed to revert to a total pop for
mat: from his musical style of Elvis
Presley sound-alike songs to his in
frequent input of teenage phrases
such as "Gosh, it sure is real nice to
be with you folks." Crenshaw and his
bass player Chres Donato and
brother Robert ran through their
short set which contained virtually
every song off their new album.
Crenshaw's single "Someday,

Someway," which was previously
recorded by Robert Gordon, seemed
to be passed on to the audience as if
they were asleep. The audience
politely sat through the snoozey set
and waited for the main event.
When Joe Jackson's name is
mentioned to college-aged people,
many think of his early, "new
Wavish" style. They state, "Joe
Jackson's music has gone downhill."
But, on Thursday night Jackson
regained his old respect by engrossing
the audience into his clever and witty
style of thinking. Jackson tantalized
the crowd by mixing up his earlier
sharp image with a jazzy, saxy swifness and his "nightclubism." He is a
true musician who wandered from the
piano to the vibes, and from the
microphone to the saxaphone.
Backed by a band brimming with
talent-Graham Maby on bass, Larry
Tolfree on drums and Sue Hadjopoulos on keyboards and per
cussions-Jackson allowed them to be
in the limelight by stepping back and
letting their talent be known. He
sparkled like a new father when each
band member played a solo.
Joe played cuts off all five of his
albums. From Look Sharp!, which
was Jackson's first and most popular
album, he played "Sunday Paper "
"Look Sharp," and "Is She Really
Going Out With Him." The crowd
screamed and rose to it's feet when

Joe and his band turned operetic and
ran through an acappella (without ac
companiment) rendition of the hit
song. Humbly, Jackson apologized,
saying that they had done it better,
but the audience cheered in ap
preciation.
He also played "Tuxedo Juntion" off of Jumpin' Jive, and, for
the real hardcore Jackson fans "Beat
Crazy"~off of the album with the
same name. Jackson's intimate act
began when he gained the trust of the
audience and played cuts off of his
recently released album entitled Night
and Day.

New Years'
Day of Atonement

Saturday and Sunday, September 18-19
Monday, September 27

Both Holidays begin the evening before. Students wishing to
attend services or who wish home ospi
y
contact Rabbi Rosenberg in Sears Hall 112 946-216 ^

"TV Age," "Cancer," and the
controversial song "A Slow Song,"
which talks about music in the wrong
hands, were poured out to the
audience. Finally, and with extreme
classiness, Jackson ended his night
with "I'm the Man." Joe Jackson
has experimented with a range of
styles, but he left the crowd truly
believing he is the man.

Auditions begin this week for the
University of the Pacific Concert
Choir, a group of approximately 50
singers that is comprised of students
and local residents.
Dr. William Dehning of the
UOP Conservatory of Music directs
the group, which meets for 10 weeks
each semester and sings a full concert
season. Auditions are planned for
the evenings of September 15, 22 and
29. Rehearsals will start on October
6Sopranos and altos are being reauditioned as part of a rotating
policy, and interested women should

phone Dolores Bhardwaj at 477-8053.
There are two openings each in the
tenor and bass section; interested men
should contact Dehning at 462-7840.
The chorus last year was com
prised of 23 students and 22 com
munity residents. A tape by the
group was submitted to the 20th In
ternational Choral Competition in
Austria and resulted in a singing
group from UOP being selected to
represent the U.S. in competition in
Europe next summer.
For more information on the
Concert Choir contact the UOP Of
fice of Lifelong Learning at 946-2424.
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work for

from t h e H i l t o n 951-3795

Fast, Free Delivery
4343 Pacific
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1
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4343 Pacific
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Although Joe Jackson rarely
plays in California, if you're in
terested in seeing him, he will be
playing at the Berkeley Community
Theatre on November 6. Tickets are
available at the Record Factory.
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Blackwell earned 0ff»
player-of-the-week honors by 3
for 103 yards on 14 carries. Def3
player-of-the-week accolades^
outside linebacker Michael Gr^?
led with 10 tackles (six unaSj
four sacks and threw one runtop
loss. Senior running back Ami! »
Lang had four kickoff returns fo?
yards (and earned the ball six ti?
for 26 yards) to be named s3
teams player-of-the-week.
^
Other team leaders incll„,
junior tight end Tony Cam?}
grabbed seven passes for 99 yards
Junior quarterback Paul Bern
completed 22 of 42 passes to tow!'
J
the Tigers' 279 passing yards.
Pacific returns home next w
to face Big Sky powerhouse Boj!
State.
This week s game can be w,
live on KJOY 1280AM radio?
Will Watson and Duanne Isetti.

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Merriweather

This pass-interference call against UOP's Greg Thomas slipped by officials last Saturday in UOP's 23-22 loss to UC
Davis.

Soccer goes
The men's soccer team trav
to Southern California for a thn
game road trip this
beginning with the Un»ertits
Redlands today. Tomorrow ihc)
face La Verne College and on St
day, before r e t u r n i n g i n n m
play Cal S t a t e D o m i n g U C / M i l l s
The Tigers opened then h
season W e d n e s d a y w i i n u
dropped a 3-0 decision 10 I
Davis.
fln|

Head Coach
L

"Plains the

T„tWoRwnr
Renown^.

lUDWEjSERp

,j

Pittsburgh Stealer Mike Merriweather

Budweiser
THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

Join Humps for a Party
Saturday 9-18
Live Music with

DJ & Rocket 88
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Mike Haley
U.O.P. Athlete of the Week

Notre Dame vs. Michigan
6 p.m. Sat. 9-18

March & Pershing
Haley scored four goals in UOP's 6-6 tie with fourth-ranked
Cal He also scored three goals against Cat's "B" team and
two versus UC Davis. Congratulations for a job well done.

Frey Distributing Co

957-4322
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Ranked ninth nationally going into this weekend's
UC Irvine Tournament, the UOP water polo team will
open action against a German club which includes six
members from Germany's championship national team.
The Tigers will play a minimum of five games in the tour
ney which lasts all day today and tomorrow. Last
weekend the Tigers hosted a pre-season tourney which
saw them play exceptionally. In one game against fourthranked Cal's "A team" UOP was down 3-0 and came
back to tie, 6-6. UOP's depth and motivation is exem
plified by Pacific's third-string team. This spirited group is
affectionately dubbed "Captain Thrash and the
Gangsters," pictured above.

The women's volleyball team
may not be in championship form
yet, but don't tell their opponents.
The third-ranked Tigers opened up
their season with impressive league
victories over San Jose State and
USF.
The Tigers will play host this
weekend to the Third Annual UOP
Invitational. Sixth-ranked Stanford
and Wyoming will take the floor at
the Spanos Center tomorrow night at
5 p.m. followed by the UOP and
Houston match at 7 p.m. The losers
and winners will square off Sunday at
5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Oregon State will be in town
Wednesday to play a 5:30 p.m.
NorPac match against Pacific. The
USA Men's Volleyball Team will face
Poland in a match following the girls'
tilt. UOP hosted llth-ranked North
western Thursday. Results were
unavailable at press time.
The 1982 season opener saw
UOP take up where they left off last
year in league play, as the Tigers
thumped San Jose State 15-8, 15-5
and 15-11 before 1,100 fans at the
Spanos Center. The win was UOP's
41st straight league victory and their
first in the newly formed NorPac
league. The Tigers have not lost in
league play since Oct. 31, 1978, when
Cal. beat them.
"The team accomplished exactly
what we wanted," said 7th-year head
coach Terry Liskevych.
Liskevych unveiled a squad
which includes five starters from last
year's 4th-ranked team. UOP started
senior captain Karen Jacobson,
sophomore Jan Saunders, Robin
Burns, Eileen Dempster and highly-

recruited freshman Theresa Boyle.
Boyle, a 6'0" outside hitter, ex
cited the UOP crowd in her first start
as a Tiger with four kills and an ace.
The most impressive performance
was turned in by the five sophomore
players: Saunders, Burns, Dempster,
Linda Vaughn and Lisa Franco.
"The difference this year is that
the freshmen of last year are now
sophomores and their experience is
what we are relying on," said
Liskevych.
The
superb
sophomores
displayed a balanced attack which
totaled 16 kills and 9 serving aces.
Franco came off the bench to record
a team-high five kills and show some
fine defensive hustle.
"Lisa played super; she displayed
great coverage," said Liskevych.
Saunders lived up to her
reputation as one of the nation's
leading setters and also served five
aces. Jacobson, Burns, and Dempster
each registered four kills.
The following night UOP took
to the road and ran over USF for
their 42nd straight league win, 15-2,
15-7 and 15-4. Hapless USF didn't
chalk up a win in league play last
year.
Boyle continued here impressive
debut with a Tiger-high six kills.
Dempster, Burns and Freshman An
drea Markel each had four kills.
Markel proved that she has fully
recovered from a training camp leg
injury with four block shots and two
block assists. Vaughn used her round
house serve for three aces.
Junior Jody Schauer is out in
definitely with a pinched nerve in her
back. Another junior, Cathy Lumb
has decided to postpone surgery on
her foot and is playing with some
pain.

Despite playing with a painful injury, junior Cathy Lumb still
put in a fine performance for the Tigers last week.

Stanford slips by Lady Tigers,
wins close 1 -0 game
UOP field hockey made their '82
debut by losing a close 1-0 battle to
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Soccer goes south for 3 games
The men's soccer team travels
to Southern California for a threegame road trip this weekend,
beginning with the University of
Redlands today. Tomorrow they'll
face La Verne College and on Sun
day, before returning home, will
play Cal State Dominguez Hills.
The Tigers opened their 1982
season Wednesday when they
dropped a 3-0 decision to UC
Davis.
Head Coach Bruce Spaulding
explains the loss as a lack of ex

perience as a team.
"It was a lack of team play,"
said Spaulding. "People didn't
play well."
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The UOP Men's Golf Team
will open it's 1982 Fall schedule
Monday when they travel to Lake
Tahoe to compete in the Wolfpack
Classic. The three-day tournament
will be played on two par-72 cour
ses; the Edgewood Country Club
and the Incline Village County
Club.
The Tigers will compete next
in the Stanford Fall Tournament
(Oct. 22-23), followed by the UOP

Konet feels that the team had "a
lot of chances to score," but the goals
just didn't materialize.
"It was a very positive, even
game," she said. "It's just a matter
of getting used to playing together."

Although the Tigers failed to
score, there was a "20-minute
spurt in which the team played
well."
"Good goal keeping by Davis'
goaling kept us from scoring,"
said UOP co-coach Dave Gold
stein. "For about 20 minutes we
dominated the flow of play."

Golf opens in Wolfpack Classic

Konet praised Luci Lagrimas as
the "outstanding player" of the
game, saying that she "played like an
All-American."
The Lady Tigers will scrimmage
with Cal Monday on Berkeley's
astroturf and will then participate in
the Long Beach Invitational on Sep
tember 24-25.

UOP field hockey team lost a heartbreaker to Stanford Wednesday, 1 -0.

Autumn Invitational, Oct. 25-26,
at the Woodbridge County Club.
In last weekend's San Joaquin
County Amateur Golf Tour
nament at Swenson Park, UOP's
Jeff Wilson had a fifth-place finish
with a 147 total (74-73). Wilson
was followed by Pacific's Mark
Mitchell, 148 (74-74); Ken Earle,
149 (72-77); Wade Farris, 152 (7577); and, Kevin Orona, 149 (7178).
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Your clothing
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Stanford Wednesday on Pacific's
Brookside Field.
"We played a very even match,"
said Head Coach Carla Konet. "They
just capitalized on one of our defen
sive mistakes to score."
Statistically, the game appeared
very close. While Stanford had 11
shots on a goal, the Lady Tigers had
10. UOP had five penalty corners,
Stanford had four. Stanford's goal
keeper had 11 saves, while Pacific's
Cindy Norling had eight.
"We didn't execute our penalty
corners very well. If we had, it could
have made a difference," said Konet.
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VB hosts UOP Invitational;
stretch streak to 42
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STUDENTS
Insurance costs too high?

Back - To - School Special ^

Michiga*1
9-18
957-4322

Anytir"6
»I.D-

FRESH FROZEN YOGURT
Free topping with
purchase of yogurt

Malone's
of St. Mark's
would like
to
assist you
in
developing
your look.

FREE SAMPLES
Add Expires Sept. 30
The Yogurt Pump
5757 Pacific Ave.
Sherwood Plaza
(By K-Mart)

HOURS
11 to 10 Mon - Thurs
11 to 11 Fri & Sat
11 to 10 Sun

1503 St. Mark's Plaza
Venetian Gardens

Call

Cindi

low rates for qualified students]
call or come in for a quote

Dutcher
Insurance
Agency

4422 N. Pershing
Stockton, CA. 95207

BUDGET
PAYMENTS
* i-r

8-2450
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I remember that the very first thing that 1 Jf"•>«»!*
freshman was the "Lesson of Independence. I don t meanby
this that very basic trauma of severing the proverbial umbihca ,
cord. Not at all. What I mean is the technical classification that
makes you a self-supported student.
iolI,VPr in Rpverlv
One of my first college friends (now a lawyer in Beverly
Hills) thought himself clever that he was able to arraJe°dlav^
virtually all of his expensive college education paid for regardless
of the fact that his parents were fairly well ott.
naniel>.
One night, about half way through a bottle of Jack Daniel s,
he began to lay out his plan.
n9rMlU
First, he told me how he had arranged to have his parents
not claim him on their income tax returns. Not being claime
fulfilled one of three magic requirements leading
liberating status: Independent Student.
Secondly, he took care to be sure that there was no record
that he had received more than $600 from his parents in any given
Finally, he arranged to have a close family friend verify (of
ficially if need be) that he was not and could not live at home, tor
whatever reason.
.
Having done this, my friend was able to qualify as an in
dependent student when he applied for financial aid from the
college of his choice. What this meant was that the college finan
cial aid office computed his financial need based on his own per
sonal income and not the income of his family. Since his own in
come was next to nothing, his personal contribution to his

>eS

Bicycle Thefts

On Thursday, September 9th,
at approximately 8:30 a.m.,
several purses were stolen from
Wcdell Phillips Center. During one
attempt the suspects were con
fronted by the victim. She quickly
alerted the Department of Public
Safety and the suspects were
arrested.
Many thefts on campus hap
pen during daylight hours. As you
go from class to class simply take
notice of the people and events
around you. If you see something
or someone suspicious, just give
Public Safety a call and we'll take
it from there.

true.
trpat 3.s vou waltz
The beginning of every semester becomes a tr
^
into the financial aid office (acting very poor) s g,
^ find
tance and promissory notes and then return ^ ^ feig
fat
that your account has been paid in full and ther
refund check waiting for you.
and can be
mnnt
This refund becomes your personal play mo y
more than a thousand dollars a year if you
Dad)
to any other income you might have (like from
Uments
and you can be one of those filthy rich college brat
of Uncle Sam.
T tried mv
Well, I thought my friend was very clever too,
the
own hand at this independence game. As the yea
^
ritual of form-filling and check cashing lost some
,
thrill. But the money stayed, oh so sweet. Until I graduated that

>v

Funny thing about all those promissory notes you sign
through the years, someone keeps track of Jhemj
Th letter
thought it was all behind me I got the shock of my hi •
from the bank said that it was time to start paying bac

During the first week of Sep
tember, two bicycles were stolen
from the Quad Dorm area. The
total value was $250.00. These
thefts occurred between 4 p.m. and
8 p.m. Both bicycles were locked.
We recommend that you license
your bicycle so that a permanent
record will be maintained and etch
your driver's license number on the
bicycle. The Department of Public
Safety will be glad to license your
bicycle and provide you with the
equipment to etch your driver's
license number.
The Department of Public
Safety will be selling bicycle licen
ses at the University Center on
September 23 and 24.

wit and quiet skill under pressure
are what I will miss the most.
Sherry was a professional.
Someone with whom I enjoyed
working and flying.
Calmly
working in the emergency room, or
at some night-time scene of con
fusion she delivered the highest
degree of care. She was a fine nur
se and I shall miss her.
Bob Hunt had so many hours
in rotary wings that to fly with him
made one think he was part of the
machine. I remember long before
Medi-Flight, Bob helping ferry
rescue personnel from one canyon
to the next, devoting hundreds of
hours to find and save souls in our
mountains.
Quiet, confident,
unassuming, a family man.
There is nothing I can say to
those left behind, family, loved
ones, that could adequately ex
press my personal sorrow. I share
their loss, my thoughts are with
them.

Together the three were a
team. For days after the crash it
seemed they never could be
replaced. Despite the agony and
grief felt by all, the work went on.
Rick Donker, Dan's brother and
director of flight operations, im
mediately started work on a
replacement helicopter.
Man
power and equipment donations
poured in. Four days after the
crash, Medi-Flight was back in
service.
,
Medi-Flight is near and dear
to us at Pacific, as many of our
students are aware. Rick and Dan
are both Pacific alumni.
We
should be proud of the con
tribution they have made to
emergency medicine.
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job Search
Job Search is listed in
cooperation with the Career Pan
ning and Placement Center. For
more information on any oi the
jobs listed below, and many
others, contact the Career Plan
ning and Placement Center.
Dessert maker. Training wage

is $2.85, and then $3.35 per hour.
20-30 hours per week starts at
8 a.m. Experience or an interest in
learning.
Girl's volleyball instructor.

flexible; games•
evenings
—

-ou"
.
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ctockton too has >t»
Guardian Angels

Now S

Sales cashier. $3.35 per ho« jjfer was

Snack bar attendant. $3.3ii Qtyctaptcrof GuardianAnfeU
per hour. Make sandwiches and' Stockton Chapter staricu ' '
serve customers. Very flexibkl „atrols in mid-July and m>< '
hours.
months in between Apr. am
training
The cl
training for the patrols.
r-has 12 members,
Cashier. $3.35 per hour. presently
'
•—
• J members and
Evenings and weekends. Sot
cashiering experience needed, trainees.

$5.00 per hour. Practice times are

The Stockton chapter it
48 chapters spread out act,
U.S.A. The original chapter w»
ted in New York City under the
of the "Magnificent 13." Thii
was composed of 12 volume, t
their organizer, Curtis Sliwu
Magnificent 13 was establish

Pacific Avenue

Karen Cleasby
Stiff Writer

XL900

Le MOT 101
Marker M25"/sensomatic
LOOK POLE
Mount,tune.tuax

81-82 season merchandise unless
otherwise stated...

$16552
9252
2029
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STAFF DEADLINE
applications are due
TODAY!
for
• layout
• business
• promotion
• Photography
• copy writers
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MED-FLIGHT (from page 3)

Crime Watch
Purse Snatchers

education was nothing. Thus, his need ,being
as well as local
maximum awards from state and federal sources,
loans and scholarships.
„r,thine new. In fact,
Obviously, this kind of "scammmg is noth g
t(j
it is this very kind of abuse that has made it hard
secure funding for a college career.
dream come
But, to the student, achieving this status is a dream
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